VIII. Sample Lessons
Lesson 6
Note: Students in Spelling Through
Morphographs should have mastered most
of the useful phonemic sound-symbol
relationships and learned to spell many of the
high-utility words that don’t lend themselves
to phonemic analysis.
Prior to this lesson, students have learned a
few critical fundamentals about the nature of
morphographs.
1. Students know all words comprise one
or more morphographs.
2. Students know all morphographs have
meaning.
3. Students have discriminated between
morphographs and syllables by working
with single morphographs that have
more than one syllable.
Technically, students do not have to know the
meanings of specific morphographs to
improve their spelling dramatically. Early in
the program, however, meaning is
emphasized as a means of avoiding
confusion with syllables.

Exercise 1
In this exercise, students use their rudimentary
knowledge of morphographs from Lessons 1
through 5 while learning a new morphograph,
less. In subsequent lessons, students will affix
less to a wide variety of words, such as restless
and hopelessly.

Exercise 2
This exercise introduces new word bases that
students will use frequently thereafter. Students
read the new words, spell them orally while
looking at them, spell them orally again without
looking at them, and then write them, all under
teacher direction.

Exercise 3
Every word, morphograph, rule, and other
generalization introduced in the program is
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reviewed frequently throughout the program in
a simple exercise such as this. At this early
stage of the program, reviews include mostly
single morphograph words.

Exercise 4
Word Building can be characterized as the
heart and soul of a morphemic approach to
spelling. Building words through combining
morphographs is initially easy and
straightforward: students simply add parts
together without having to take into account
rules, like dropping the final e in words such as
hoping or doubling a consonant in words such
as winner. As the program progresses,
building words becomes increasingly
sophisticated.

Exercise 5
This is essentially an independent exercise in
which students review the meanings of the
common prefixes and suffixes taught to this
point in the program.

Exercise 6
Morphograph analysis is the most advanced
skill students learn in the program. It is the
opposite of word building. Students start with a
whole word comprising two or more
morphographs and identify the component
parts. At this stage, the analysis is simple. The
number of blanks clearly indicates the number
of morphographs in each word. Moreover, no
rules for changing the spelling of individual
morphographs are involved early in the
program.

Exercises 7 and 8
These optional activities are most important for
lower achieving students, especially those with
marginal mastery of common sound-symbol
correspondences. Both activities focus
additional attention on word bases taught in the
program.
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